ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Whereas variable bit-rate (VBR) MPEG2 video is desirable for broadcasting applications due to bandwidth savings, the resulting traffic characteristics are contentdependent and unpredictable [ 11. Before broadcasting video over an ATM network, a service contract is established specifying the source traffic descriptors and the required quality of service (QoS). Usage parameter control (UPC) is performed to ensure conformance of the source traffic to its descriptors. This protects the network from misuse of resources by misbehaving sources, which can affect the QoS of other connections. For real-time VBR traffic, the key traffk descriptors for UPC are PCR (peak cell rate), MBS (maximum burst size) and SCR (sustainable cell rate) [2] . ATM cells conforming to the UPC parameters are guaranteed delivery with the specified QoS, while nonconforming cells are subject to losses when congestion occurs. As cell loss results in degradation of the received video quality, source rate control is usually required to minimize their effects on video quality relati ve to human visual perception [3] .
As source rate control at the encoder is not always practicable, we propose an MPEG2-to-ATM converter which functions as an external post-coding source rate controller between any MPEG2 source (archives, life programs, etc.) and an ATM network. It shapes the ATM traffic by marking the Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit in selected outgoing ATM cells so that high priority cells always conform to the service contract, while the impact of congestion on the received video quality, caused by the loss of low priority ATM cells, is minimized. 
MPEGZTO-ATM CONVERTER
VBR video data conforming to the MPEG2 standard [4] are partitioned into two bit-streams by splitting the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients into high priority ( E R ' ) and low priority (LP) partitions, containing low and high frequency coefficients, respectively, using a concept similar to the priority break point (PBP). According to the MPEG2 video standard, PBPs can be defined only on a slice by slice basis. The proposed MPEG2-to-ATM Converter controls the source rate by changing the break points dynamically. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the converter. The incoming bit-stream is stored in a buffer for up to 60 frames or 2 s, and examined by the traffic manager (TM) to determine the traffic load of current and future frames. Combining this information with the available cell rate from a simulated leaky bucket, the TM assigns a proper distribution between HP and EP ATM cells. The incoming VBR MPEG2 bit-stream is separated into HP and LP data, 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the MPEG2-to-ATM converter is evaluated by simulating the transmission of cells through an ATM network so that LP cells are subjected to losses according to a specified cell loss rate. A reconstruction buffer at the receiver converts the cells back to MPEG2 video for video quality evaluations.
A number of VBR MPEG2 video streams were evaluated. The cell rate of a sample stream is shown in Fig. 2 . The three key UPC parameters: SCR, PCR, and MBS are set lower than those calculated for the stream to pass all the video data. Software simulations are performed to compare the performance of our converter with two other methods of transmitting VBR MPEG2 cells over an ATM network. The first method (646464) does not partition the video stream based on its content, i.e., video coefficients are not separated into different priority levels. The VBR MPEG2 bit-stream is simply converted into ATM cells, passed through UPC, and transmitted over the ATM network. All ATM cells violating the service contract are sent as LP cells subject to cell losses. The second method applies a fixed partition to the DCT coefficients to eliminate the LP coefficients. For example, coefficient 48 is used as the break point for all I-, P-and B-frames (referred as 484848). Only HP coefficients are put into ATM cells and sent through UPC to the ATM network. Non-conforming cells are further marked LP and subject to loss in the ATM network. This is based on the argument that only the more important coefficients should be sent to save bandwidth and smooth video quality degradation. In contrast, the MPEG2-to-ATM converter partitions the video data using dynamic break points, ensuring that cells carrying Hp coefficients always conform to the service contract and are sent as HP cells.
As a starting point, the resulting UPC parameters of 484848 are used with SCR = 171, PCR = 250, and MBS varying from 90% to 50% of the original required value of 29813 ATM cells. The average received peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) for the entire video sequence and each individual frame are calculated. The resulting PSNR values show that the MPEG2-to-ATM converter gives the best performance. However, the average PSNR is not a good measure of subjective quality. Subjective evaluations show that 242424 still maintains good picc u w m w b a $ --ture quality while obvious degradations are witnessed in 202020. Therefore, 242424 is used as a reference for frame-by-frame PSNR comparisons. Fig. 3 shows the number of frames (out of 13190) below the reference line for the three cases, for the stream shown in Fig. 2 . It is apparent that our MPEG2-to-ATM converter significantly reduces the number of frames with PSNR values below the reference line. Furthermore, the minimum PSNR is within 2 dB of the reference line. Since frames with low PSNR have a much greater effect in degrading the subjective quality of the received video, our converter gives the best performance in terms of subjective quality, as confirmed by subjective evaluations. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an MPEG2-to-ATM converter suitable for VBR video broadcasting over ATM networks.
Dynamic break points are employed to shape and partition the video data into high priority cells which conform to the UPC contract and low priority cells which minimize the effects of cell loss on the subjective quality of the received video. Performance evaluations show that both PSNR and subjective quality are improved by reducing received video frames with very low PSNRs.
